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Abstract
Let k be a finite prime field of characteristic p which differs from 2 and
3. Let K be an elliptic function field over k and denote by h the class num-
ber of K, It is shown that, in the case where K is defined by the equation
y2=x3-a, (a≠0, a∈k), a necessary and sufficient condition of the equality
h=p+1 is the congruence p≡2 mod. 3, and that, in the case where K is
defined by the equation y2=x3-ax, (a≠0, a∈k), a necessary and sufficient
condition of the equality h=p+1 is the congruence p≡3 mod. 4.
冒 I. Introduction
Let k be a finite prime field of characteristic p which differs from 2 and
3, and let K be an elliptic function field over k. Then we know that K-kQx,
_y)can be defined by the equation of the Weierstrass′ normal form y之-4*!
gzx- g3, where g2, g。∈k and g23-27g32≠0. We want to study of the
class number h of K under the assumption that g3- 0 or g2-0.
As p differs from 2, we may suppose, with no loss in generality, that
R-k(x, jO is defined by yz-x3-a or yz-x3-ax, (a≠O, a∈*). The result
of this note is:
Theorem
Let k be afinite prime field GF(p) of characteristic p which differs
from 2 and 5. Then,
(i) in the case where K is defined by the equation yz-x -a, O≠0, a∈k),
a necessary and sufficient condition of the equality h-p-¥- 1 is the congruence
p=2 mod. 3;and
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(ii) in the case where K is defined by the equation ya=x3-ax, (a~0, aeEk), 
a necessary and sufficient condition of the equality h=p+1 is the congrueuce 
p=-5 mod. 4. 
In order to prepare for the proof of the theorem, we shall find out formu-
las which are useful to estimate h. Let N1 be the number of prime divisors 
of degree one of K. As is well known, h equals to Nt in our case. (See 
Eichler[ I I p.505). Denote by the symbol N[F(x, y)~;O mod. p] the number 
of solutions of the congruence F(x, y)~~ O mod. p in two variables x, y mod. 
p, where F(x, y) means a polynomial with integral coefficients. 
Then it is well known that the following equality holds. N, = I +N[f(x) 
~~~y2 mod. p] where f(x)=x3-a or x3-ax. (See Hasse[2], p.154). So we get 
the formula 
(D h=1 +N[f(x)~~~ya mod. p]. 
Moreover, Iet m be the number of solutions of the congruence f(x)ss O 
mod. p in one variable x mod. p and let m' be the number of elements z in k 
such that f(z)~0 and f(z) are square in k. Then it is clear that the formula 
(1) can be transformed into the formula 
(2) h=1 +m+2m'. 
We shall prove Part ( i ) and (ii) in the theorem separately in Section 2 
and Section 5 with the help of the formulas (1) and (2). 
S 2. The case in which K=k(x, y) is defined by y2= 3-x a, (a~ O ,aEk) 
We shall identify k with the set {O, I ,･･･, p- I } which means a complete 
residue system of _~ and we shall denote by n the residue of n mod. p in {O, 
1 , ･･･, p- I } as far as n is a rational number whose denominator and p are 
coprime. Now we shall prove Part ( i ) in the theorem. 
Under the assumption p~s2 mod. 5, we can get h=p+1 as follows. The 
set {O, I , ･･･, p- I } is a complete system of the third power residue classes 
of p because of p~:2 mod. 5. So a set {x3-a ; x=0, 1, ･･･, p- I } coincides 
with the set {O, I , ･･･, _b- I } for all aek. Judging from the fact that the 
number of quadratic residues of p in {1 , 2, ･･･, p- I } equals to p2 1 we 
have m=1 and m'~ p2 1 Hence, by means of the formula (2), h=p+1 holds. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that p~= i mod. 5. For the sake of conveni-
ence, we shall define the symbol e(n) for every integer n to mean I if n is a 
third power residue of p, and - I if n is a third power nonresidue of p. 
Then, since the same values appear three times in the series {-a, 1'-a, "', 
(p-1)3-a} except for -a which appears once for all in it, we can easily 
show that 
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3 if e(a)= 1 
m= O if e(,a)=-1 and 
1 mod. 5 if (~pa)=1 
m~s 
O mod 5 if (~a)=_1, 
a where the notation (~ ) means the Kronecker/s symbol. 
p 
Hence the formula (2) Ieads to 
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O mod 6 if e(a) I and (~pa)=1 
4 mod 6 if e(a) I and (~p~a)=_1 
h~s 
5 mod. 6 if e(a) I and (~a)=1 
1 mod. 6 if e(a)=-1 and (~pa)=_1, 
so that we get the inequality h~.p+1 because of p+1{s2 mod 6 Thus 
Part ( i ) in the theorem is completely proved. 
S 3. The case in which K=k(x, y) is defined by ya= _ 3 x, (a~0, a~k) x 
We shall prove Part (ii) in the theorem. In the case p~~5 mod 4 we 
can obtain h=p+ I as is shown below. It is clear that 
5 if (~ )= 1 
if (~) -1. 1 
Define the symbol ri to mean I a '~T as long as an integer i iS not a root 
t2ri ri i3 - ai ' of x ax O mod p Then smce ( p )=( p )=(~) holds, m/ equals to 
the number of quadratic residues of p in the series {rt ; I ~i~p- I and 1 Is 
not a root of x2-a~sO mod. p}. So we get 
1 
m'=~~{(~)+ I } 
p-3+1 T) if (p) i rt 2 ~~. ( 
p- I +1~ r, ~)= _1 . ) if ( 2 ol i (T p 
rt) O follows from (p-rt = _ But ~( = ) (~ipe) and rp_i=p-r, for every in' 
teger I whrch rs not a root of x ax2~~ O mod. p. Hence we have 
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p- 5 m/ = 2 if ~)=1 
p- 1 
2 if ~)=-1. 
Therefore the formula (2) Iets h=p+ I hold. 
Finally, under the assumption of the congruence p~s I mod. 4 , we wa~nt to 
get the inequality h~p+1 . In order to calculate h, we shall modify the pro-
cess described by Hasse [ 2 l, pp. 161-165, in which he dealt only in the case 
a=1 . As is well known, 
N[x ax y mod p]= ~ {1 +(x8-ax p )} 
' xnod. P 
=p+ ~ (xe_ax p )' 
* ~~d. p 
But judging from ~ (xa~a)=_1, we get 
'**d'P r 
x3-ax .~,d(p p )~*~ p(~)(xa~a) 
= 
 {1 +(_xh)}(x2~a),+ I = ~: (x'-a)+ 1 
' **~d' p F / * ~"d' P p 
= 
: {1 +(x'Fa)} _p+ 1 
' *"d' P ! 
=N[x4-a~~y2 mod. p]-p+ I , 
so that we obtain the following formula 
(3) N[x3-ax~~y2 mod. p]=N[x4-a~sy' mod. p]+1. ' 
Thus it will be sufficient to compute N[x4-a~~y2 mod. p] instead of 
N[x3-ax~sy2 mod. p]. We shall now estimate N[x4-a~sy2 mod. p]. Denote 
by the symbol N~[G(z)~~~w mod. p], for every integer w and every polynomi-
al G(z) having the integral coefficients, the number .of solutions of the con-
gruence C(z)~~~w mod. p in one variable z mod. p. Then we can easily show 
N[x a y mod. p]= ~ N~[x4~~u mod. p]N~[y2~~v mod p] 
~'~ *"<1' p 
~-~=~ *<,d. P 
= 
N~Cx4~~~u mod p]{ I +(p) 
~,~ *,,d. P 
~~*=~ *.d.p -
N~[x4=~~u mod. p] can be calculated as follows. If g is a prin~itive root of 
p and t is the exponent of a power of g which is congruent to b mod. p for an 
integer b such that b~ O mod. p, then we put Xp(b)=/-It. If b~~ O mod. p, 
put Xp(b)=0. Then we clearly get 
N~Cx45=u mod. p]= I +Xp(u)+(~)+X~p(u), 
where Xp(u) means the complex conjugate of Xp(u). 
Hence we have 
N[x a~;y2 mod. p]= ~ { I +Xp(u)+(~L)+~p(u)}{ I +(v_h)} 
~,~ *,,d* P Ph p ~-*=. *.d. P 
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=p+ ~ (u(up a))+ ~ X (u)(upa)+ ~ ~ (u)( ~ ) 
, p p ~ *.d P * ~ ~.d. P ~ **d P 
Put 7r = ~ Xp(u)(u~a) and T= 2: Xp(u)(u~a). 
~ *'d' p p " ~~d' p ! 
Then T is the complex conjugate of ~ and we obtain NCx'-a~~y2 mod. p] 
=p- I + ~ +T, because of ~ (u(up a))= _1. Hence the formulas (1) and (3) 
~ *.d* p 
lead to h=p+ I + 7r +T. 
On the other hand, we can easily get I ~j2=p by means of the slight mod-
ification of the proof in Hasse C2], p. 164, where he dealt on]y in the case 
a=1. This implies that ~ +~r~ O holds, judging from the fact that 71 is of 
the form c+d/-1 with rational integers c and d and p is an odd prime. 
Thus we have h~p+1 in the case p~EI mod. 4. Hence the proof of Part 
(ii) in the theorem is complete. 
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